Leica Camera AG (Wetzlar) presents the new Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B capable of precise measurement of distances up to 2700 yards (2470 meters). The CRF 2700-B also boasts the renowned ballistics system ABC® (Advanced Ballistic Compensation). Thanks to an integrated microSD memory card slot, users can upload their ballistic data to the rangemaster.

The Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B is the first compact rangefinder in the premium segment – after its predecessor model Leica Rangemaster CRF 2000-B - to offer hunters three ballistic outputs in addition to the measured distance. Depending on the ballistic data required, the Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B provides either equivalent horizontal range (EHR) up to a distance of 1100 meters/1200 yards, the holdover value, or the number of clicks to set on the riflescope – now, if required, in 0.1 minute of angle (MOA) increments. To further increase the precision of the ballistic values output by the Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B, it also features an integrated inclinometer and air pressure and temperature sensors.

Integrated microSD memory card slot
The Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B also boasts the renowned ballistics system ABC® (Advanced Ballistic Compensation). Thanks to an integrated microSD memory card, users can upload their ballistic data to the rangemaster. The high-precision ballistics program enables the precise determination of the point-of-aim correction and displays user-specific results within fractions of a second. When matched to their own personal hunting equipment, users have a choice of three different ballistic applications and can output results in the format relevant to their needs.

New LED display design
The data is shown on the integrated LED display, which automatically adjusts to ambient lighting conditions. Furthermore the LED display of the Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B is completely new designed and makes it even more easy to read the shown data. Another noteworthy feature is the fast
scan mode that records the environment and targets every 0,5 seconds. Up to a measuring distance of 200 yards/200 meters the Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B provides values in decimal calculation which is a useful feature especially for bow hunting. The Rangemaster CRF 2700-B determines all important parameters with exceptional precision in only 0.3 seconds. Thanks to its compact size and a weight of only 185 g / 6.5 oz it can be stowed comfortably away in any jacket or vest pocket. Its outstanding optical system with 7x magnification guarantees optimum brightness and clarity and a broad field of view.

The Leica Rangemaster CRF 2700-B is available from October 2017 in Leica stores and at authorized Leica dealers (RSP 850,00€).
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